2013, Feb 23

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES: latest ones are at the top.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening & Meditation:

Cheryl Croci

Everyone is invited to Cheryl Croci's Sunday and Monday ascension and activation calls
● 8:45 pm EST/5:45 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
Cosmic energies coming through Cheryl are magnified when two or more of us are gathered together!!!
Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● We owe $292 + $300 = $592 Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
Many people are sending small amounts – that works!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R

T & R: ● They are in great need of $ for food and gas
● Can access the paypal account on 2013 RainbowRose Roundtable
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mintaka9999@yahoo.com
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
The work we do together, the sharing we do – all of this is important: thank you all for sharing!
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free

530-413-9537 line 1
530-76 – 3015 Lines 2 & 3
888-429-5471 [Canada, US]

Anyone who would rather not go through PayPal – can go directly to the station so ALL of their money can
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get counted. Paypal also blocked Julian Assange, too!
BBS Network, Inc.
Be sure to add a note that this is for T&R, and Marietta
5167 Toyan Lane
Yesterday 5 people contributed $5; the message for help went
Paradise, CA 95969
out in the evening Thursday $160 came with 20 people; the
$100 came with 5 people; $45 came with 5 people.
HARD NEWS
Rama talked to Kathryn today: yesterday, Bill found out there was going to be a 9/11 trial in Guantanamo
– closing it has to do with the bigger story of the cabal in Congress who want to do a military trial
in Gitmo on their terms so they can then blame Obama for things and for the guns
● As Ed says every night, it is about stopping the hate! The beings we are interacting with know what we
are thinking: we are fooling ourselves if we think the games being played are not seen
● There will be no goons knocking on the door and taking guns
● It [the hate] is particularly in the House; in 2012, they stole the elections; it has been rigged – except
for the landslide at the time of JFK who was killed by the cabal because they realized how popular
he was.
● And in 2008 when the orbs showed up in Grant Park, and David Wilcox and Richard Hoagland
talked about the cosmic truth of love & the 9th member of the Sirian Council of Nine – it is time
to talk of love and not assault weapons
● Rama is crying with the joy of what this means! It is a HUGE deal
Camp Loveway: talked to Raj Patal – The Value of Nothing is his book - of the refugees leaving Iran and
coming to Afghanistan; he talked of the energy of the Mahdi coming in and how we can change this,
just by helping each other
● had 5 other folks talking of Rumi's poetry and the frequencies moving up so fast that it is affecting
each one; the time is up: things are happening at such a rapid rate, played a 1978 piece by
Terrance McKenna – lecture with Ram Dass and someone else who used to be involved with Wavy
Gravy and all kinds of others - so many pieces to the upliftment going on now.
Right, Left and Centre: Robert Scheer talked of the sequester; so did Raj Patel – they are playing
chicken. They are playing with people's emotions and energies: send them love on their way. It is
time to dance with the fairies.
Melissa Harris Perry: her first topic was Detroit, one of 4 of the biggest cities in the US which has lost
over half of its population; now the poorest city in the US.
● There is a stargate in Detroit, folks - get out there and activate it – the archway in the
centre of town. Do that and it will change the city – and the cops will join you.
T: there have been all kinds of kingdoms that will do anything you ask them: the elves, the gnomes, the
trolls, the fairies – all of these kingdoms
R: the snake and Eve is a metaphor about working with the kundalini
MH-P: next topic was VAWA:Violence against Women Act – over half a billion rapes going on around the
world – being used as a tool of war
T: what they do is they engage against women with the laws and policies based in falsehoods
● there is also all kinds of Paedophilia going on in Congress: men with boys, men with girls – it's a
pyschopathic illness
● There is no such thing as a conservative christian – Jeshu was a RADICAL FOR PEACE, way past
liberal!
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● Saw a piece on Tavis Smiley: a theology teacher – as a woman, she brought up much about the church –
there are those on the call who were raised catholic and decided to work from within
● the truth is about the Divine Feminine – Mother brings the energies of the god-dess and the
magnetic energies – this is non-linear – way beyond the 3D gender stuff.
● The Puritanical society which was the foundation of those who came here had a mis-shapen idea of how
to be in balance; they were the ones who started to burn women at the stake; they had a hard
time expressing sexuality.
● Men can be so advanced and bring in divine androgynous energy and yet be ridiculed – the androgynous
is both positive and negative.
T: there was experimentation on the body going on and there were interruptions in the natural balance –
Hitler had intentions to reduce the human population to under 2% and then bring in the reptilians
to make up the population, so by messing with balance, they could reduce the number of children.
Then program people to think in terms of making an army.
● The program after the Alex Witt show had on Charlie Wrangle who was talking about the need
have to sell guns – Victor Boot is taking the rap for the gun stuff going on in Congress.
● Mr NRA does not want a background check on people, as he will get arrested.

some

South Africa: into the realm of celebrities, money and power: let us take our wealth
● both Oscar and his girl friend had a lot of money; as people are brought into understanding of
how to use their wealth and not give it to the criminals to perpetuate wars, but give it to
foundations or trusts so it does not go to people like the Kochs will do better.
T: Alex Witt was questioning an actress about the Keystone XL Pipeline: she said it benefited only the
Koch brothers and the people had to bear the externalities: cancer, environmental, no water
● Release the pollution from this kind of tar sand oil and this will destroy the planet!
● The Ashtar Command will NOT ALLOW THIS KIND OF THING TO HAPPEN!
T: the sequester is an abomination and is terrorizing the people
● Charlie Wrangle said we need the draft for the children of the people in Congress – not so much to
have a war, but to have them figure out what to do when it is their children who are threatened
T: there are no people who are white – it was an experiment with melanin: create “white” people & then
have the white people steal the assets from the people of earth
● They learned how to take the melanin – QE1 was an Aboriginal Moabite Moor – she was thick
lipped, with red hair and so were her mother and grandmother. She had 5 children out of wedlock –
Sir Francis Bacon was the first one, and the last Tudor.
● This draining of the melanin out of the skin began 6,000 years ago – Anki and Enlil did it on the
ships - Hammurabi and the true story: Abraham and Hammurabi were the same person: brings
in the story of Gilgamesh
● The Tumarians had a similar experience on their planet like the Annunaki – Gilgamesh, Hammurabi were
all hi-breds: they could fly, teleport, manifest, yet they violated certain laws and so they lost
their immortality – free will choice was in the mix,
● They said let's make an exclusive race of humans and we will use our power to control them.
● This pecking order has been going on for the last 13,000 years, and even as far back as 450
billion years when Luciafera, the Bringer of the Dawn, became Lucifer and decided to control
others – evil is any action taken out of the time space continuum.
● We created, as co-creator gods and goddesses, the Universe of Nebadon and we did it in
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polarity: the polarity is a necessity because we wanted to step into density [and density is of
duality], take on a veil of forgetfulness, forget our origins and see if we could use our inner
light, our soul template, and reach the source of god/goddess and prove to ourselves that we
could choose love no matter what the situation was; that we could forgive pray, thank, forgive live
practice every aspect of the divine virtues and I AM THAT I AM.
● So if we got into less than that, we agreed that we would not add more to the situation, we would
use the Law of One; this law got broken over so many times over the billions of years .
● Akhnaton tried to bring it back and was prevented by the Dark Priesthood – yet the Law of One
is still here : I ask that this which is for the Highest Good Happen here.
● As we praise, respect, thank and love whatever comes up, we learn love.
● There is trauma with everyone
R: Raj Patel was talking about this – David W, Ben F, and hosts of others: we could change the earth in
less than 30 days when our brothers and sister come here. They are ALREADY HERE – this is the
time where we change this evolution.
T: Obama said “ I never think think that anything is inevitable .......
● He says things in such a practical way – yet what he said is an immortal principle.
● Both Raj and Kathryn both agree that the sequester will not happen – but the change does not happen by
itself; the people in the various districts across the country need to speak up, too.
● All the whistleblowers: get your fingers in the dialling mood and call your politicians!!!!!!!!!!!!
● The amount of stuff that will get cut is outrageous.
● The parts of the military that get cut are not the parts that need to be cut!!! CALL your rep !!!
Alex Witt: Daryl Hanna got on this morning and said there is nothing about profit for the Koch Bros –
●this exposes Susan Rice who put $600,000 of her own money into the project! Right beside the
Koch bros.
● T recalls when Daryl Hanna was part of a movement to prevent sale of a huge garden
● There was another incident when young people were in huge sequoias: one girl for 2 years!
● There is a swell of knowledge of truth, and now people are beginning to see and understand that truth
has been hidden and is being revealed.
● Unless Congress acts by March 1st the sequester threatens
2.14 million jobs!!!!
● Boehner will not create any jobs & won't until he is stopped: he is one of the 1% waiting for a
cheque!
● As we arrest every criminal & all are tried & executed, their ill-gotten gains go back to the
people. All the crimes are woven between many criminals
CallerCA: asked permission to come on the call; read latest Ashtar on the Road; wanted to thank all – we
are on the road, the river; it is such a wonderful time! And it is such a wonderful day!
● He's been following up on the updates – you guys, T & R, have had a unique role and others judge you,
though you are not perfect yourselves; they don't understand the role you play unless they see
the bigger picture, yet there is no one else like you guys: it has been an honour and a privilege.
●The whole thrust of the ascension thing has been morphed – some were to go here, others there; but not
now. He asked Mother if things were morphing as we speak and she said yes!
R: we are seeing it and at the deepest levels, and in the place where you live, people are putting down the
axe and living together.
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Caller: a guy was let out of prison after 7 years; the guy who picked him out in a line-up said he was under
pressure from the Oakland PD to finger the guy – anyway, there will be a party to welcome him
home! It is a wonderful time – he is grateful – called to acknowledge them for their unique,
particular role and thanks them from the bottom of his heart.
T: We only do this through you; there is no other way!
Caller: Baby, we are just all one big beautiful crew! He is still there & he is still kickin! We ARE making it!
T: You can see it when you watch shows like Chris Hayes, Melissa HP; Alex Witt – they are actually going
deeper on the issues and this is making people think. Changes are happening as a result
Caller: in the dictionary, after “Van Gogh” is “Vanguard”
T: “we are tied together in a web of humanity and I can only be a person through you” Desmond Tutu
Caller: Talking to someone: after Johannesburg, it is the most violent city on the planet! You cannot
expect to come here and tell me this lie to set it right. To send someone to justify yourself is not
a happy thing. He is trying hard to send love, to do good, to step up to the plate.
T: “our economy is poised to take off, yet we cannot afford a self-inflicted wound.”
● Cuts to Education 70,000 off Head start; 10, 000
● cuts to small business which create 2/3 of all jobs in America – reduce loan guarantees
● cuts to food safety – we have horse meat in our fast foods, also in the markets; there is a drug called
bute which is used on horses which can cause serious illness or death in people.
●No enzymes in pancreas for eating meat – Gen 1:29 is the only thing there is
●there will be fewer food inspections
● Cuts to research and innovation – we arrest FDA and CEOs 12,000 scientists and students
● Cuts in mental health – 272,000 seriously mentally disturbed children and adults – increases
homelessness
● Annual reduction of 5% for non-defence programs and 8% for others
● DOJ will need to furlough many prosecutors
● FEMA will eliminate funding for fire fighters and others
● Take all the squandered money from the Pentagon – Cynthia McKenney said “Where is the $3 million?”
● These cuts are to be achieved over 7 months, not 12!!!
●With what we see in these events in the sequester, we see how NESARA will reverse things
●Watching what they want to cut shows the mal-intent of how they are thinking
www.whitehouse.gove/the-press-office/2013/2/8/fact-sheet-example-how-sequester-would-impactmiddle-class-family-jobs
● THERE ARE 20 MILLION SOVEREIGN MILITIA FORCES ON THE GROUND – 16 M are already here between April 29 and May 3rd will have disclosure – there will be Ets at this meeting
Tara reads the entire document about what the sequester does and provides commentary as she
goes along.
Audio: ABOUT PALESTINE AND THE HEARING: As we heal the things in Palestine, we heal it in the
whole world.
the Great Hall at Cooper Hall October 6, 7, 2012
Russell Tribunal on Palestine-New York Session

Stand with Noam Chomsky, Alice Walker, Angela Davis and many others at the Russell Tribunal on
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Palestine
Location: Great Hall at Cooper Union located at 7 East 7th Street, New York, NY 10003
Dates: Oct. 6-7, 2012
Stand with the world's most prominent public intellectual Noam Chomsky, Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Alice Walker, and civil rights leader Angela Davis at the Russell Tribunal on Palestine (RToP),
an international people’s tribunal that was created to expose human rights abuses and stir people to
action in opposition to Israel’s recognized violations of international law. In addition to them, Russell
Means, Ilan Pappé, Saleh Hamayel, Stéphane Hessel and so many others will be offering and weighing
testimony in New York City on October 6–7, 2012, for RToP.
RToP was launched in 2009 following the massacre of more than 1,400 Gazans perpetrated by Israel,
and has since worked to bring together legal experts, scholars, activists, and other people of note, to
help shed light on the reality of Israel’s occupation of Palestine. RToP also shines a light on the active
role that third parties—foreign governments and corporations—play in enabling human rights
violations in Israel-Palestine.
Previous sessions of the tribunal have been held in Barcelona, London, and Cape Town. These hearings
have addressed, respectively, European Union support for Israel, the complicity of corporations in the
occupation of Palestine, and the question of whether Israel is guilty of the crime of apartheid. The
fourth and final session will be held in New York City this October 6-7, and will examine the role of
the United Nations and the United States in perpetuating Israel’s impunity in depriving the Palestinian
people of their rights.
Maryam Zo
According to the US data, when Europeans came here, there were around 12 million Indians across 48 states. By
the early 20th century, only 250,000 Native Americans survived. About 70% of Indians are refugees in their own
country; they have been displaced from their own land. The US carried out an unparalleled genocide: they killed
99.6% Indians.
The US takes pride in its commitment to law and democracy. But throughout the years, there has been no respite
in wars. There are only two countries in the world that keep breaching international law non-stop: the US and
Israel. The US goes as far as neglecting its own constitution, which says that we are all free and can declare
independence any time.
Right now the Republic of Lakotah is a five-state area. Six more have already supported us and would like to
join us, too.

Native Americans ‘slaughtered, sacrificed, fenced in reservations’ in US — RT rt.com
The prominent Native American activist Russell Means passed away on Monday. In 2008 he met with
RT to talk about the Native Americans withdrawal from the US, their fight for recognition and his
unhappiness with US citizenship.
Maryam Zo
Sandwiched between the United Nations and Wall Street, the centers of international diplomacy and finance, the
Great Hall physically placed Palestine in the middle of imperial concerns. Now it is up to activists to take the
momentum from these hearings and mobilize civil society around BDS in order to win an end to occupation and
apartheid.
The hearings were concluded with a gesture of historical poetic justice. The general secretary of the Congress of
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South African Trade Unions, Zwelinzima Vavi, mesmerized the crowd with his brief account of his own
impoverished life under apartheid. In the end he called for a revival of the solidarity actions and civil rights spirit
that transformed South Africa less than twenty years ago.

Maryam Zo
Great piece by Noura Erakat: The purpose of the Tribunal is to collectively think about justice as a
civic community and to take the lead where our governments have proven inept and
counterproductive. This final session of the Tribunal, with an emphasis on US complicity, is
particularly apt since it points the finger at the conflict's financier and enabler and inwards at
the US taxpayers and voters who have the agency to do something about it. President Obama
may have the microphone at the UN, but it is an American constituency that has the choice to
lead where the government has failed.
*************

Noam Chomsky”s book: The Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and the Palestinians is a
1983 book by Noam Chomsky about the relationship between America, Israel and the Arab Palestinians.
Chomsky examines the origins of this relationship and its meaningful consequences for the Palestinians and
other Arabs. The book is mainly concentrated on the 1982 Lebanon war and the "pro-Zionist" bias of most
American media and intellectuals, as Chomsky puts it.
The book has been updated in 1999 and contains three new chapters, drawing upon material from Z
magazine and other publications. New developments that have been incorporated are such as the
Palestinian uprising, Israeli invasion of Lebanon and the ongoing peace process.
Edward Said who also contributed the new foreword, wrote:
Chomsky's major claim is that Israel and the United States - especially the latter - are
rejectionists opposed to peace, whereas the Arabs, including the PLO, for years have been
trying to accommodate themselves to the reality of Israel.

The Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and the Palestinians
Author(s)
Noam Chomsky
Publisher
South End Press US; Between the Lines Books Canada
Publication date 1983, October 1999 (updated)
Media type
Paperback
Pages
578
ISBN
0-89608-601-1
OCLC Number 40545413
Dewey Decimal 327.7305694 21
LC Classification
Next Speaker: Saleh Abd al-Jawad -a Palestinian historian. He received his PhD in Political Science from
Paris X-Nanterre University in 1986 and works as Professor of History and Political Science at
Birzeit University since 1981
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=fd_tx9-r25s
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Saleh Abdel Jawad - A Palestinian Sociocide?
Saleh Abdel Jawad joined the Palestinian national movement in 1968; was imprisoned three times by
Israeli authorities without trial; was active in the PLO but was critical of some of Chairman Yasser
Arafat’s stances since 1971; studied at Cairo University and was active in both the General Union of
Palestinian Students and the Egyptian student movement, for which he was repeatedly imprisoned in 1972–
73. He has worked as Professor of History and Political Science at Birzeit University since 1981; served as
Director of Birzeit’s Research Center from 1994–97; was a researcher and visiting professor at various
international academic institutions including the French Maison des Sciences de L’Homme and Harvard
University. He emphasizes the term “sociocide” in understanding the Israeli policies in the OPT, referring
to the pressures of destruction, Judaization, and expulsion imposed on the Palestinian people; spoke out
against the militarization of the second Palestinian Intifada in 2000. Among his books are: The Israeli
Assassination Policy in the Aqsa Intifada (2001) and Palestinians and the Historiography of the 1948 War
(2005).
Q & A: Cynthia McKenney – who says she is not Scottish; her name was changed and she has a right to
her real identity!!!
Angela Davis: a reminder that those gathered are not engaged in adversarial behaviour. What she saw in
Palestine was worse than Jim Crow in southern US. Wants to see a strategic use of some of the
terms
Dennis Banks: a native American from US: more than genocide: a complete massacre of villages and
peoples
Michael Mansfield from GB: One of the most important part of the Tribunal: the way forward. Brings
up a sentence used in the film:”There is no law to protect us.”. We know what the problems are,
the situations, the violations – this is not a symposium, this is a TRIBUNAL attempting to act as a
tribunal – more than a debate. In each report, there is a section called The Way Forward.
● We have thought of this before, today we want to think about it in terms of the UN and the US; our
authority stems from civic, international society – the conscience of the world, an issue that is
international.
Music:
Astrology:
Richard
main operators: Uranus sextile
● All the planets in one area: a big dose of an energy that is helping us on our path
● Spirit, wisdom and healing is tied in here; it's about karmic healing – personal, global
● Mars in Pisces: continues to push the spirit of things – Pisces is the energy of Christ Consciousness,
compassion
● Mercury went retrograde this morning at 20* Pisces – it will conjunct Mars and re-conjunct the Sun –
back to 6* then it will re-visit the part of Pisces between 6 and 20*
● Mercury is not really at its best in Pisces; this is actually the worst position for Mercury – Mercury is
about logic; thought; arrangement; communications, writing – and Pisces is about feelings!
● Mercury and Gemini and Virgo opposite Pisces – Mercury is at its best in Gemini and Virgo
so use this time for planning, for dreaming – yes we can write these things down yet when we get
into the spring equinox, we will get more of the divine cycle – we are finishing up the year here:
● look back over the year and FINISH THE OLD BUSINESS WHICH HAS BEEN HANGING AROUND,
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ESPECIALLY THOSE ABOUT FEELINGS & RELATIONSHIPS, before we get into the next great
cycle.
● The North Node is still in Scorpio – still about love and transformation.
Next week:
Monday: full moon at 3:26 pm EST; in Virgo which is opposite to Pisces
Carl Boudreau http://www.youtube.com/user/northwatuppa
Published on 21 Feb 2013
The key phrases in February were 'break with the past' and 'defy authority.' In March, the key phrase is
'an end to the standoff.' The philosophical and ideological tug of war that has prevented real progress will
end. The boundaries between opposing sides will dissolve. The tension will dissipate. The result will be
progress, but, at first, chaotic progress, probably.
The energetic emphasis is on relationships, again. This time, it's all about the financial and economic
aspects of our relationships. We will make changes in all of our key ties so as to maximize our chances of
success. In some cases, this could get very messy. In almost all cases, success will requite that we change
our ideas, including some of our favorite ideas.
In the complex interactions that follow, people will feel inclined, on the one hand, to go for the jugular,
and, on the other, to respond very defensively. Which ever side of that equation you find yourself on, and
you could end up on both sides at different times, don't overreact. Don't be mean, to yourself or others.
Astrology Forecast for March 2013
FOR EVERYONE ~ March brings more, occasionally frantic manoeuvring as we manoeuvre to keep finances,
relationships and careers on course. And we tend to be affected by each other’s moods more easily than before.
Everyone is feeling a little more vulnerable than they should, and a lot more defensive, too. Some soul searching is
good, and we do need to worry a bit more about each other’s feelings. But some financial planning and renegotiation of
terms will remove a lot of the pressure and prevent excess drama.

Big message in March: the big divide between the left and the right begins to break down; they begin to
mix and mingle – will see some genuine compromise. It is also a complicated month – will also talk
about the rest of 2013.
● Pluto conjoins the ascendant: individuals in conscious, wilful re-shaping of the world we live in
● March – sees individual struggling with major financial economically institutions – March chart
affects both individuals and groups
RI: Saturn is the limiting energy here, and is running the accelerator and very slowly for us – there's a
balance going on there: seemingly insignificant issues can blow up in your face, or you can be stonewalled!
● You might have a feeling of going faster for the sake of wealth creation – but we are not being
allowed short cuts, so we need wisdom for all that we do.
RI: take this and wrap it in Mercury Retrograde – JUST SURRENDER TO THE PROCESS!!!
T: used the term of “genuine compromise” - really need to discern on what you want to compromise on
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Also “Focussed determination”
RI: in order to focus, you need to pay attention to the details.
T: thought some of it had to do with which groups: we live in countries, in a state or province, in a town, in
a group inside that and then there is each of us! Lots of work for each of us!
When we do deep karmic cleaning like this: no one in this lifetime is doing just ourselves – we are
cleaning for the entire group too!
● The light is: we are entering the 6th world with the 6th sun
RI: The Part of Fortune: a very old technique that came from our ancestors:
● they take certain groups of planets and add and subtract numbers and the Part of Fortune is
the combined ascendent- the nature of our expression here; the Sun – the nature of our Spirit,
and the Moon- the nature of our personality.
● The Part of Fortune is a part in the chart that supports us, a point where we get extra help –
even though it appears to be an artificial point.
● The P of F works well for individual charts; for a combined chart, it's like saying it's the galactic
card – it's a good luck charm, a talisman.
T: pretty much marked that we will see full disclosure at the end of March – April. There will be special
guests from not here! Who will those ones be?? And what will happen between now and then that
will make way for this?
RI: still detects fragility in various places: the economic system; so much corruption in high places; so
anything can happen at any time! Only need to blow gently on one card and over it all goes! The
House that needs to come down is the old Paradigm!
Reading:

Historic Court Hearings: The BBC in the Dock for Manipulating Evidence
and Providing Biased Coverage of the September 11, 2001 Attacks
[SEE BELOW]

Conf Call:
Caller: remember when Wingmakers came on line in late 90s, and there was story written by James called
The Project. It was written like fiction/truth
R: what he does know about the WM is that it is a real place; there is a canyon in northern New Mexico
● Story was about Dr Neruda from Brazil, discovered a capsule that lead him to the caves
R: it is all true: it was an optical disc – like a mini-CD – when they played it on the optical disc player,
scanner, they found 750 years of history from our time into the future
● Rana Mu told him was it went into the future; the WM came back to stop the disaster
T: does not get changed just because NESARA gets involved; N opens a doorway and connects us with our
angelic light bodies so we are moved to change things
● arrests have been going on in earnest since BO was inaugurated in 2008 – they are moving in
phases – there are whistle blowings, court hearings and all kinds of things
● eg, the actress Daryl Hanna on Alex Witt's show today and said the only people benefiting
from the Pipeline are the Koch Bros
● This is the 33rd year such activities have been going on; it's like the ascension process of Jesus
but without death this time!
CallerCA: do we have instructions to accomplish what J did ?
T: there are cosmic teachings, and this is a body of work; and Cheryl has a body of work and many of us
are mouth pieces for all these teachings – this is a never-ending story.
CallerCA: Jesus seemed to do it really fast – did he do the work?
T: He had 7 major life times where the energy of Sananda Kumara overlit him: Horus, Buddha,
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T: Jesus the Christ has graduated to THE OFFICE OF THE CHRIST – each one of us has a fractal of
light [Higher Self] that combines all the experiences from our various incarnations
● often times we do not grasp the implications of a life time and we repeat it : this can be a
karmic pattern that is repeated; when the energies do move into a higher level, it's called the
quickening; if you think you're going to do the same thing again, it ain't gonna work.
● It's the Higher Self that pushes us forward:
● Being in a form / body is a gift; the ability to navigate in that form is mastery;
● Mastery is being in body and having the ability to experience all the layers at once.
● Sananda Kumara has always held the Office of the Christ – SK is now in the Office of the Cosmic
Christ and will share it with Kalki Maitraya, an embodiment of Krishna: they are really
identical –
● religious dogma keeps us separated; it is not that a religion embodies both: Vedic Egyptology
does do that
● There were 12 colours in humanity
● blue is one of them – represents the rainbow bridge: the whole of India is on the blue ray;divine
love / divine feminine;
● All the western hemisphere is on the ruby ray divine knowledge / divine masculine;
● Eastern countries - China etc - are on the yellow ray / divine wisdom
● India – vishnu was blue: has cobra heads, like the cobra head on Mother's headpiece:
blue – water, still love – and there are different names for love, too.
● An aspect to the ruby ray which is more physicality – more left hemisphere of the brain
India is more right brained ● Left side of body receives feminine energy; right side is the giving side and above the 4 th & 5th cervicle
is opposite
● androgyny is Buddha hood – a golden light around the head
LM Nada has law that is higher than any earth law – she is on the Saturn Council; this overrides Vatican
Caller: we need a global recognition of this
T: subtle but happening: energies are coming in faster and faster: unity consciousness has flooded the
earth and cannot be stopped.
T: she was an Annasazi in SW states; had a physical ascension: the ability to traverse more than one
dimension; we are all doing this – why we ask people to write a journal daily at the same time
Caller: an ex-Jehovah's Witness; she has work to do with the brothers and sisters; not sure where the
work is to be done.
T: thought of the Vatican state - when the church is dismantled, all the groups will be one
Caller: knows they are a closed and controlled group; they have been brain-washed. She told them today
that she loved them and explained to them how the whole system of evil was to divide us; once you
are not JW, you are as good as dead or evil in their eyes. Yet that is not what she is getting from
them: they know at a level that she is not evil.
● Now knows that Michael Jackson is not dead, and that he attended his own eulogy.
T: saw it over and over again; he got out of the back of a white van and into the back of the morgue and
identified the body of the clone!
Caller: thought she saw Jacquie Kennedy and maybe it was a clone?
R: no, she was given stomach cancer and took her out.
Caller: are Wingmakers in ACIO? T: yes, there is 45th level above the pres, and they are at that level.
T: people are no longer so dogmatic; just a small group of noisy people – not the general truth at all.
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Caller: they do not even vote! There will be a need for awake JWs to explain to others what is going on.
T: a theology teacher at Loyola Campus on Tavis Smiley show – some deep principles that have been
forgotten that need to be brought forward again
Caller: Dr Phil has been exposing internet scam right on the show: the lady did not want to believe it – the
JWs will not want to believe that what they have lived for is a lie
T: These are Luciferian programs and they are being lifted; numbers of folks will go to other planets as
Mother Tita Lecoria is the guiding force, the name of the Higher Self of Mother Earth Caller: how will they be taken?
T: they will be bi-located with help from the Ashtar Command – the JWs are beyond the grasp of these
teachings – they believe that the whole world will be destroyed at Armageddon and they will be
the only ones left!
T: maybe there won't be people like the caller there, but they will not remember that. They will be with
those who will be helping them – they will experience our presence as the angels.
● AS we speed up and they have quantum leap experiences, we can move at the pace we need and
their life is preserved
● Her artist friend who made large painting – the big circle and the 44 fractals that go around the circle –
there were 144 divisions that went outward. Each one of the light rays had been mathematically
measured how much of each ray was required to go in each part of the circle. Represented in
terms of 144 fractals
Music: Music: The great bell chant – the end of suffering
T: speaks of the caller who was indoctrinated in Jehovah's Witness program and how they are magnetized
to call on her; yet they have a lot of conceptions that make conversation difficult
● we have been told that the walls are coming down between the separations in religions
● the Catholic church is the darkest thing that has happened, and has housed the darkest sectres
that we may not want to know about! the programs we don't need to
hear any more!
● The gift of the Pope leaving: if the Pope can break protocols after 700 years, so we could have a
woman Pope!!
Reading: Keys of Enoch: about describing Jehovah and about Jesus
Audio: Meditation Radiant Rose Academy

♥~ Demonstrating the Power of Christ Consciousness Global Meditation
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=whIzfIQQ9lQ
Published on 18 Feb 2013
Mother Akasha has asked us to hold the vision every Monday (your time) from 7.00 pm to 7.15 to
demonstrate the Power of Christ Consciousness in our lives and into this world
Mother Akasha:
"There is another Path to embrace after your Awakening, and one that if you choose, can lift and
raise you up and out of the limitation of human strife, raising you into the highest vibration of Light &
Love, a path of Higher Consciousness ..it is called "The Path of Becoming your True Self" on Earth, also
known as "The Path of Resurrection". As you embrace this path, a great raising & expanding activity
unfolds within your mind and your feelings, your consciousness, and ultimately your physical garments. You
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are awake, your Life calls upon you to rise now & become on Earth your True Glorious Self 'I AM'
individualized of Mother/Father God.
It is a path in which there begins to be experienced by you the second birth, lightning flashes of
sudden Light within your mind, great outpourings of Love within your being, all that prepares you in the
centre of your consciousness to enter into The Secret Heart of your God Nature, and to pass through
'The Door of Everything' where you will drink of the Waters of Life, the greatest Love of all, The
Mother's Love, the Love of the Heavenly Mother that individualizes as your Soul. When that Love begins
to express through you, it will reveal its Presence and it will nurture and fulfill all that your mind dares to
conceive. Your Soul is the Sacred Womb of The Divine Mother of our Universe, Individualized, just as the
Christ is the Individualized Mind of The Father."
Audio: returning to the Russell Tribunal
Michael Mansfield is the coordinator:
● the basis of power being threatened by economic events
● the people realizing they can re-take the streets, and we can take a lesson from this: the
Occupy Movement demonstrates the power of people standing in solidarity.
● He wants to see plans for the future but is more anxious about something for NOW.
● Angela Davis is co-chairing the last session: Ways Forward: Strategies for resistance
Phyllis Bennis, Institute for Policy Studies
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=rCh010Fj8F8
Stephan Hesse - the French ambassador
Audio: Melissa Harris-Perry About Anna Julia Cooper
http://cooperproject.org/about-anna-julia-cooper/

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: Episode 410 [KR410] Keiser Report: Death by Financial Hypoxia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Tnc0fLF3-L4
We compare the real financial suicide machine that is the global financial markets to the
hypothetical euthanasia coaster that would kill its passengers after an allegedly fun and euphoric
ride induces GLOC – G-force induced Loss Of Consciousness. In the financial markets this is
achieved by churning clients so rapidly or front running them at faster than the speed of light. In
the second half of the show, Max Keiser talks to professor and economist, Constantin Gurdgiev,
about the liquidation of IBRC, the bank formerly known as Anglo Irish and how it is that the bank
came to collapse in the first place.
T: Today, [Feb 15, 2013] Congresswoman Barbara Lee introduced H.R. 808, the “Department of
Peacebuilding Act of 2013” to create a cabinet-level Secretary and Department of Peacebuilding.
The term “peacebuilding” refers both to activities that target the root causes of violence as well as the
broad measures used to prevent violent conflict and create sustainable peace.
[SEE BELOW]
Reading: The Mayan Factor from 1835 – 1855
Closing:

Rainbird

Music: “One Love” by Playing for Change

FOLLOWING - PRINTED RESOURCES RELATED TO THE NOTES
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Educating undergraduate women for leadership in the 21st
century. Anna Julia Cooper Project
Newcomb College Institute is proud to support the development of The Anna Julia Cooper Project on
Gender, Race and Politics in the South, led by founding director and Professor of Political Science
Melissa Harris-Perry. The project investigates how gender and race intersect to shape women’s politics
in the South, and includes student research opportunities, a postdoctoral program, seminars for faculty
and students, and the annual Anna Julia Cooper Lecture.
Named in honor of one of the most noted African-American intellectuals in the history of the nation,
the project serves as a curricular hub for courses focused on intersectional identities of race, ethnicity,
gender, and sexual orientation, provides faculty with opportunities for intellectual collaboration,
collegial interaction and scholarly support, and offers meaningful events for local community
audiences.
***********************

“I speak for the colored women of the South, because it is there that the millions of blacks in this
country have watered the soil with blood and tears, and it is there too that the colored woman of America
has made her characteristic history and there her destiny is evolving.”
- Anna Julia Cooper, World’s Congress of Representative Women, 1893 Chicago World Fair
The Early Years
Born in 1858 in North Carolina to her enslaved mother, Hannah Stanley Haywood, and her white
slaveholder, Anna Julia Cooper spent her lifetime of over a century redefining the limitations and
opportunities for women of color in a society set up for their disempowerment and subjugation. A
distinguished scholar and educator, Cooper saw the status and agency of black women as central to the
equality and progress of the nation. She famously wrote in her 1892 book A Voice from the South, “only
the BLACK WOMAN can say when and where I enter, in the quiet, undisputed dignity of my womanhood,
without violence and without suing or special patronage, then and there the whole Negro race enters with
me.” She fought tirelessly throughout her life to re-center and uplift the voice of black women in pursuit
of a more just society for everyone.
Cooper’s political action began at age nine in St. Augustine’s Normal School and Collegiate Institute, where
she protested the preferential treatment given to men as candidates for the ministry and petitioned to
take classes traditionally administered only to boys. She continued this trend at Oberlin College, where
she declined the inferior “ladies course” in favor of the “gentleman’s course.” Cooper received her B.A. in
1884, and then returned to earn a M.A. in mathematics in 1887. After attaining her degree, Cooper moved
to Washington, DC and was recruited to work at Washington Colored High School, or M Street School, the
only all-black school in DC.
The colored woman feels that woman’s cause is one and universal; and that not till the image of
God, whether in parian or ebony, is sacred and inviolable; not till race, color, sex, and condition
are seen as the accidents, and not the substance of life; not till the universal title of humanity
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is conceded to be inalienable to all; not till then is
woman’s lesson taught and woman’s cause won–not the white woman’s, nor the black woman’s,

nor the red woman’s, but the cause of every man and of every woman who has writhed silently
under a mighty wrong. Woman’s wrongs are thus indissolubly linked with all undefended woe,
and the acquirement of her “rights” will mean the final triumph of all right over might, the
supremacy of the moral forces of reason, and justice, and love in the government of the
nations of earth.
Anna Julia Cooper
Describing her own vocation as “the education of neglected people,” Cooper saw education, and specifically
higher education, as the means of black women’s advancement. She believed “that intellectual
development, with the self-reliance and capacity for earning a livelihood which it gives,” would supersede
any need for dependence on men, allowing women to extend their horizons and have their “sympathies…
broadened and deepened and multiplied.” Cooper began at M Street School as a math and science teacher,
and was promoted to principal in 1902. With her firm resolve in education as tantamount to the progress
of people of color, Cooper rejected her white supervisor’s mandate to teach her students trades, and
instead trained and prepared them for college. Cooper sent her students to prestigious universities and
attained accreditation for M Street School from Harvard, but her success was received with hostility
rather than celebration from a power structure that was not necessarily interested in the advancement of
black youth.
The Middle Years
During her time at M Street School, Cooper was also involved in building new spaces for black women
outside of the educational sphere. She founded the Colored Women’s League of Washington in 1892, and
seven years later helped open the first YWCA chapter for black women, in response to their unwillingness
to allow women of color into the organization. She spoke at the Pan African Congress and the Women’s
Congress in Chicago, with a speech entitled “The Needs and the Status of Black Women.” It was also in
this last decade of the 19th century that Cooper published her landmark text A Voice From the South, in
which she dissects the way black women are affected by living at the intersection of oppressions and
explains their status and progress as a definitive marker of the status and progress of the nation. In
VFTS, Cooper also emphasizes the need to privilege black women’s voices, criticizing white scholars who
wrote about and acted as authorities on the lives of black men and women despite their ignorance on the
subject. Cooper believed that black women’s subjection to intersecting oppressions gave them a unique and
invaluable outlook on society, arguing that rather than being suppressed, it was the voices of these women
that needed to be front and center as society moved forward.
Cooper’s achievements both in and outside of the classroom garnered contempt from white colleagues and
supervisors, and she was dismissed from M Street School in 1906 after a controversy erupted surrounding
her character and behavior. As a testament to her reputation and achievements at M Street School,
Cooper was re-hired in 1910 as a teacher by a new superintendent. Motivated rather than defeated by this
scandal, Cooper decided to return to school, and in 1924 became only the fourth black woman in the United
States to receive a doctorate degree, attaining her Ph.D at the University of Paris. While teaching and
working on her doctorate, Cooper was also raising five children whom she had adopted in 1915 after her
brother passed away.

The Later Years
Cooper’s retirement from M Street School in 1930 was by no means the end of her political activism. The
same year she retired, she accepted the position of president at Frelinghuysen University, a school
founded to provide classes for DC residents lacking access to higher education. Cooper worked for
Frelinghuysen for twenty years, first as president and then as registrar, and left the school only a decade
before she passed away in 1964 at the age of 105. While notable for her long life span, Cooper is most
remarkable for the amount and significance of her accomplishments over the course of her lifetime, as
well as the dedication and perseverance she exhibited while fighting tirelessly for what she thought was
just. Cooper made no concessions in her fight; believing “a cause is not worthier than its weakest
elements,” she decried movements advocating for women’s rights and racial justice for ignoring black
women who were victims of both oppressions. Cooper was critical of black men for hailing opportunities
that were not open to black women as markers of racial progress, and openly confronted leaders of the
women’s movement for allowing the racism within it to remain unchecked. She recognized that neither
movement could achieve its cause while still being divided by race or gender.
Adamant in her fight for a just, equal society, Anna Julia Cooper lived a remarkable life in which she
refused to acquiesce to the demands and expectations of a white, male dominated society. In a place and
time largely unreceptive to the needs of people of color and women, Cooper broke barriers and insisted
that her voice as a black woman from the south be heard and acknowledged. Her accomplishments and
vision have helped not only make Cooper one of the most noted African-American intellectuals in the
history of the nation, but have helped reframe the understanding of intersections of race and gender and
their political, cultural and personal implications in pursuit of a better nation.
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Historic Court Hearings: The BBC in the Dock for Manipulating Evidence
and Providing Biased Coverage of the September 11, 2001 Attacks
By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Global Research, February 22, 2013
Url of this article:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/historic-court-hearings-the-bbc-in-the-dock-for-manipulating-evidenceand-biased-coverage-of-the-september-11-2001-attacks/5323881
Deafening silence of the mainstream media. A historic law suit is in making. The BBC will be in the
Dock in a British court accused of manipulating the news.
What is at stake is the BBC’s coverage of the 9/11 attacks.
On February 25, in the small town of Horsham in the United Kingdom, there will be a rare
and potentially groundbreaking opportunity for the 9/11 truth movement. Three hours of
detailed 9/11 evidence is to be presented and considered in a court of law where the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) will be challenged over the inaccurate and biased manner
in which it has portrayed the events and evidence of 9/11.
Over the last 16 months, BBC has been challenged strongly by individuals in the UK over
two documentaries that they showed in September 2011 as part of the tenth anniversary of
9/11, namely ‘9/11: Conspiracy Road Trip’ and ‘The Conspiracy Files: 9/11 Ten Years On’.
Formal complaints were lodged with BBC over the inaccuracy and bias of these
documentaries, which, according to 9/11 activists, was in breach of the operating
requirements of BBC through their ‘Royal Charter and Agreement’ with the British public.
This document requires BBC to show information that is both accurate and impartial. These
complaints were supported by the US-based educational charity Architects & Engineers for
9/11 Truth (AE911Truth), which submitted detailed scientific evidence to BBC to buttress
the complaints. The evidence focuses in particular on the confirmed free-fall of WTC 7 and
NIST’s 2008 admission of this fact. In addition, over 300 AE911Truth petition signers
supported these complaints by sending letters to BBC, requesting that BBC show this
evidence to the public.
Not a single mainstream media has acknowledged the court case. and it is highly unlikely that the
proceeding will be the object of unbiased coverage.
Global Research will be covering this event alongside other alternative media.
We encourage people throughout the UK to attend these historic hearings.
9/11 Truth is fundamental in disarming “the war on terrorism” which is a fabrication.
And the BBC through its biased reporting, not to mention the manipulation of photographic evidence,
has acted as an instrument of war propaganda. It is complicit in war crimes.
As a continuation of this process with the BBC, documentary film maker Tony Rooke has
decided to take a personal stand on this issue. People in the United Kingdom are required to
pay an annual TV licence fee which is used to fund BBC’s operations. Tony has refused to
pay his TV licence fee on the basis of specific anti-terrorism legislation.

Section 15 of the UK Terrorism Act 2000, Article 3, states that it is offence to provide funds
if there is a reasonable cause to suspect that those funds may be used for the purposes of
terrorism. Tony’s claim is that BBC has withheld scientific evidence which demonstrates
that the official version of the events of 9/11 is not possible and that BBC has actively
attempted to discredit those people attempting to bring this evidence to the public.
According to Rooke, by doing this, BBC is supporting a cover-up of the true events of 9/11
and is therefore potentially supporting those terrorist elements who were involved in certain
aspects of 9/11 who have not yet been identified and held to account.
Rooke has been charged with a crime for not paying his TV Licence Fee. However, he has
lodged a legal challenge to this charge and has now been successful in being granted an
appearance in a Magistrate’s court, where he has three hours available to present his
evidence to defend himself against the charge. Tony has put together a formidable team to
support him in presenting the evidence, including the following two outstanding 9/11
researchers:
Tony Rooke has set the stage in the UK for not paying the TV Licence fee used to fund a media entity

routinely involved in media disinformation and war propaganda.
The evidence about 9/11 that will be presented by the various individuals above has rarely, if ever, been
seen in any court of law in the United Kingdom, so this court case represents a unique and valuable
opportunity for the 9/11 Truth movement.
The BBC has been on the defensive.
It has not made any statements in anticipation of the court hearings.
One expects that there will be attempts to block the presentation of evidence on procedural grounds.
Why is this important?
9/11 is the pretext to wage war and repeal civil liberties.
The BBC turn realties upside down. The Lie is portrayed as the Truth.
When the lie becomes the truth there is no turning backwards.
The Lie of the mainstream media including the BBC must be exposed for what it is and what it does.
September 11 has been used profusely by US and its allies as a justification for waging a preemptive
war without borders.
The so-called “War on Terrorism” is a lie.
Acts of war are heralded by the main stream media as “humanitarian interventions” geared towards
restoring democracy.
Military occupation and the killing of civilians are presented by the BBC as “peace-keeping
operations.”
This system relies on the manipulation of public opinion.
Millions of people have been misled regarding the causes and consequences of September 11.
Exposing the BBC is an important step in reversing the tide and dismantling war propaganda which
sustains a criminal military agenda.

The date and location of the hearing are as follows:
February 25th at 10:00 am
Horsham Magistrates’ Court [Court 3] The Law Courts Hurst Road
Horsham
West Sussex England RH12 2ET
Tel: 01444 417611
Fax: 01444 472639
MAP
FORWARD THIS ARTICLE,
SPREAD THE WORD ON SOCIAL MEDIA,
“HORSHAM FEB 25, THE BBC IN THE DOCK FOR MANIPULATING THE NEWS”

http://www.russelltribunalonpalestine.com/en/sessions/future-sessions/agenda
NEW YORK SESSION of THE RUSSELL TRIBUNAL on PALESTINE
‘US Complicity and UN failings in Dealing with Israel’s Violations of International Law Towards the
Palestinian People’
New York, 6 & 7 October 2012
Day One: Saturday, 6 October 2012
Jury Members: Alice Walker, Angela Davis, Cynthia McKinney, Mairead Maguire, Stephane Hessel, Ronnie
Kasrils, John Dugard, Dennis Banks, Michael Mansfield QC, Judge Martin Pallin, Miguel Angel Estrella, Roger
Waters.

————————————————————————————————–
9.00 AM Doors Open
10.00 AM Introductory Remarks: Pierre Galand and Stephane Hessel
————————————————————————————————–
1. Introduction
10.30 AM Ilan Pappe: The Birth of Zionism and its Impact on the Palestinians: From Dispossession to
Occupation
11.10 AM Break
11.30 AM Peter Hansen: United Nations’ Involvement in Palestine: From Mandate to Present
12.10 PM Ben White: Israeli policies Since 1948
12.40 PM Lunch
2:00 PM Huwaida Arraf: Israel’s Violations of International Law

—————————————————————————————————II. The Role of the United Nations in the Obstruction of Palestinians’ right to Self Determination
2.30 PM John Quigley: The Establishment of a Palestinian State
3.00 PM Vera Gowlland-Debas: The United Nations: What is the legal responsibility of an Intergovernmental
Organization?(Historical perspective)
3.30 PM Break
4.00 PM Vera Gowlland-Debas: The United Nations: What is the legal responsibility of an Intergovernmental
Organization? (Current)
4.30 PM Susan Akram: Palestinian Refugees and the United Nations
5.00 PM Raji Sourani : The Case of Gaza

—————————————————————————————————
5.30 PM: END OF DAY 1
—————————————————————————————————
Day Two: Sunday, 7 October 2012

9.00 AM Doors Open
—————————————————————————————————III. The role of the US in supporting Violations of Palestinian Rights
10.00 AM Diana Buttu: The US’s Role in Palestine & the Middle East
10.30 AM Katherine Gallagher: UN Vetoes and Military Aid
10.55 AM Break
11.25 AM Noam Chomsky: US-Israel-Palestinians: Retrospect and Prospect
12.00 PM David Wildman: Christian Zionism and the Israel Lobby
12.25 PM Lunch
IV. Ways forward
1.45 PM Phyllis Bennis: US Civil Society and International NGOs
2.10 PM Gianfranco Fattorini: The Human Rights Council
2.35 PM Gus Massiah: International Civil Society
3.00 PM Break
V. Is there a case for sociocide?
3.20 PM Johan Galtung: What is Sociocide?
4.00 PM William Schabas: From Vow to Law: How can Prohibition of Sociocide Become an
International Norm?
4.30 PM Russell Means: The Sociocide of the Native Americans
5.00 PM Saleh Hamayel: A Palestinian Sociocide?
5.30 PM Final Remarks
—————————————————————————————————
END OF DAY 2
—————————————————————————————————Day Three: Monday, 8 October 2012
9.30 AM Press Conference at 777 United Nations Plaza: Jury will Present Findings

http://www.russelltribunalonpalestine.com/en/sessions/future-sessions/new-york-session-summary-offindings
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE FOURTH SESSION OF THE RUSSELL
TRIBUNAL (PDF file)

NEW YORK SESSION – October 6-7 2012
1. The fourth session of the Russell Tribunal continued its historic function of articulating civic protest
and carrying the weight of insufferable conditions at a moment when the world society is facing its
most incredible challenges. It should be noted that the UN Charter begins with the words “We the
peoples of the United Nations,” and therefore it is not only created to protect state power.
2. This session of the Tribunal focused on the responsibility of the United States of America (US) and
the United Nations (UN) regarding the Israeli breaches of international law towards Palestine and
Palestinians. There is now a situation in which Israel has achieved a status of immunity and impunity,
facilitated by the US, despite its complete disregard for the norms and standards of international law.
After hearing various witnesses and experts, the Tribunal has reached the following conclusions (it
should be noted that invitations were extended to the US and Israel, both of whom failed to respond).
I. Israel’s violations of international law
3. As recalled by the Tribunal during its previous sessions, various well-documented acts committed by
Israel constitute violations of several basic rules of international law to be found in international
customary law, treaties, resolutions of the political organs of the UN, and the Advisory Opinion on the
Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (ICJ decision
on the Wall).
 Violation of the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination as codified in Res. 1514
(XV) and 2625 (XXV), and recognized by the ICJ in its decision on the Wall;
 Violation of customary law, human rights norms (A/RES/194/III, § 11 and customary IHL as
codified by the ICRC in 2005, Rule 132, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Art. 12(2)) by prohibiting the return of Palestinian refugees to their homes;
 Violation of the Security Council (UNSC) Resolutions requiring Israel to withdraw from the
Occupied Territory (87 resolutions to this day) and the UN Charter which obliges the Member
States to “carry out the decisions of the Security Council” (Art. 25).
 Violation of “[…] the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war”
(UNSC Res. 242), as well as the Security Council Resolutions condemning the annexation of
Jerusalem. The Tribunal notes that the Occupied Palestinian Territory refers to the West Bank,
including East Jerusalem, as well as the Gaza Strip since Israel’s 2005 withdrawal did not end
the occupation of the 360 square-mile territory. This appears from the fact that Israel still
maintains effective control, per Article 42 of the Hague Regulation, of all air and maritime
spaces of the Gaza Strip, as well as control along the land border and inside the Gaza Strip, a
300 m wide buffer zone (600 and 1500 m wide in some places) which is a no-go zone depriving
Gaza of 35 % of its cultivable areas;
 Violation of the Palestinian people’s right to their natural resources and wealth through the
Israeli use of Palestinian agricultural land, the exploitation of Palestinian water reserves and
preventing Palestinian access to more than 10% of their safe drinking water reserves
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(A/RES/64/292);
 Violation of international humanitarian law prohibiting:
- the establishment of Israeli settlements (4th 1949 Geneva Convention (GC), Art. 49 and 147), the
expulsions of Palestinians from their territory (id.);
- the demolitions and expropriations of Arab houses and lands situated in the occupied country (1907
Hague Regulations, Art. 46 and 55);
- mistreatment, torture and prolonged administrative detention of Palestinians in Israeli prisons (4th
GC, Art. 3, 32 and 78);
- non-compliance with the right of return of Palestinian refugees to their homes (A/RES/194/III, § 11
and customary IHL as codified by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in 2005, Rule
132);
- military attacks against civilians, indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks against Gaza and
Palestinian refugees camps (customary international humanitarian law, ICRC Compendium Rules 1 and
14);
- collective punishment of the Palestinian population of Gaza, where the World Health Organization
reports that life will not be sustainable by the year 2020 (Art. 33, GC);
- the terms articulated by the 2004 ICJ decision on the Wall.
 Violation of fundamental rights and freedoms such as freedom of movement, freedom of
religion, right to work, to health, to education because of the Israeli Wall and check-points in the
Occupied Territory which prevent Palestinian free access to their work place, school, health
services and religious places (1966 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Art. 12 and 18; id.
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Art. 6, 12, 13);
 Violation of the prohibition of discrimination based on national origin through Israeli policies
and practices akin to Apartheid (2011 Cape Town findings of this Tribunal), which have denied
Palestinians a functioning nationality both within Israel proper as well as the Occupied Territory
and beyond.
4. Among these violations of international law, several of them are criminally sanctioned: war crimes
(Israeli settlements, inhumane treatment, torture, indiscriminate attacks, home demolitions, forced
population transfer, collective punishment, 1996 ILC Draft Code of crimes against the peace and
security of mankind, Art. 20; 4th GC, Art. 147, Rome Statute, Art. 8), crimes against humanity
(persecution defined by the International Criminal Court (ICC) Statute cited here as expression of
international custom, Art. 7), and the crime of Apartheid (1973 UN Convention, Art. 1 ; on Apartheid
and persecution, see 2011 Cape Town findings of this Tribunal). Because of their systematic, numerous,
flagrant and, sometimes, criminal character, these violations are of a particularly high gravity.
II. US complicity in Israel’s violations of international law
5. The Tribunal finds that Israel’s ongoing colonial settlement expansion, its racial separatist policies,
as well as its violent militarism would not be possible without the US’s unequivocal support. Following
World War II, especially in the context of the Cold War, and since then, the US has demonstrated a
commitment to Israel’s establishment and viability as an exclusionary and militarized Jewish state at
the expense of Palestinian human rights. While US Administrations initially offered moral support,
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since the Six Day War in 1967, the US has provided unequivocal economic, military, and diplomatic
support to Israel in order to establish and maintain a qualitative military superiority over its Arab
neighbors in violation of its own domestic law:
 Economic Aid. The US’s unconditional support for an internationally recognized occupying
power has made Israel the largest recipient of US foreign aid since 1976 and the largest
cumulative recipient since World War II in the amount of approximately $115 billion.
Significantly, the US provided its economic aid to Israel as a lump sum early in the fiscal year,
and in the form of forgivable loans thereby making it exceptional among all of its foreign
beneficiary counterparts. Aid to Israel has averaged about 25% of all U.S. foreign aid.
 Diplomatic Support. Between 1972 and 2012, the US has been the lone veto of UN resolutions
critical of Israel forty-three times. Of those, thirty concerned the Occupied Territory. In the
General Assembly, despite the lack of a veto, US pressure is often brought to bear on Member
States to prevent efforts to pass or enforce resolutions holding Israel accountable. As a result,
the international impunity Israel enjoys for its consistent violations of the Geneva Conventions
is largely attributable to external protection that its special relationship with the US affords.
 Military Aid. Israel receives 60% of the US Foreign Military Financing (FMF) funding making
it the largest recipient of US military funding. It now ranks as one of the top ten arms suppliers
globally, and is the only recipient of US military aid allowed to invest up to 25% of that aid
money in its own R&D and military production industry. Israel also receives funds from annual
defense appropriation bills for joint US-Israeli missile defense programs that can exceed $100
million. None of these are subject to rigorous US law including the Arms Export Control Act,
the Foreign Assistance Act, and the Mutual Bilateral Agreement between Israel and the US
(1952). US government policy and specific laws passed by Congress require the US to maintain
Israel’s qualitative military edge in the region. These collaborations with US military producers
have helped fuel a continuing arms race in the region.
6. It is therefore the opinion of this Tribunal that the US has committed the following violations of
international and US law:
 By enabling and financing Israel’s violations of international humanitarian and human rights
norms, the US is guilty of complicity in international wrongful acts per Article 16 of the
International Law Commission’s Draft Articles on Responsibility of States and therefore
also responsible for the violations endured by the Palestinian people as well as the affront
to the international system.
 By obstructing accountability for violations of the Geneva Conventions, the US has failed to
meet its obligations as a High Contracting Party per Common Article 1.
 In continuing to provide economic support for settlement expansion despite occasional
expressions of disapproval, the US is also in violation of the International Court of Justice’s
jurisprudence, particularly paragraph 163(D) in its decision on the Wall.
 By stonewalling an international resolution to the conflict by abusing its veto power within the
Security Council and its political/economic/diplomatic clout in the General Assembly, the US is
in violation of several provisions of the UN Charter, in particular Article 24.
 By failing to condition military aid to Israel based on its compliance with human rights norms
and strict adherence to the law of self-defense, the US is in violation of its own domestic law.
7. In 2011, the Palestinian leadership applied for admission to the UN. The US made it clear that it
would veto this application in the Security Council notwithstanding its long-standing support for a twostate solution. To avoid the embarrassment of contradicting its own policy by using its veto power, the
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US lobbied other member states of the Security Council to oppose the Palestinian application for
admission, explaining that the solution to the Palestinian-Israel conflict is not a matter of international
law or multilateral resolution, but instead a matter of politics. As a result the Palestine application for
admission to the UN lapsed.
The statehood bid, as it is more commonly known, raises some controversy amongst Palestinians as
well because of its failure to represent the collective will of a national body, two-thirds of whom live
beyond the Occupied Palestinian Territory. However, the Russell Tribunal observes that the legal
statehood of Palestine is no longer a debatable issue since Palestine has been recognized as a State by
some 130 States and is now a full member of the UNESCO. If Palestine’s status upgraded in the UN
from a mere “observer mission” to a “non-member State observer”, this would afford Palestine
jurisdiction within the International Criminal Court and consequently access to measures for
accountability. The US opposes this move principally because it will permit the ICC to exercise
criminal jurisdiction over those Israeli politicians and generals responsible for war crimes and crimes
against humanity in the course of Operation Cast Lead. It is presently lobbying States to oppose a
Palestinian request for recognition as a non-member State because it wishes to secure impunity for
Israeli leaders. The Russell Tribunal condemns this cynical conduct on the part of the United States and
reiterates the need for criminal accountability for the abuses committed in Gaza in addition to the
ongoing settlement enterprise, and the forced population transfer of Palestinians.
III. The UN’s responsibility for the failure to prevent Israel’s violations of international law
8. The Tribunal faced the following questions: (A) Do the Israeli violations of international law oblige
the UN to act to prevent or stop such violations? (B) If so, how should the UN react? (C) If the UN did
not react properly, what are the consequences of this omission?
A. UN obligations with regard to violations of international law committed by Israel
9. As affirmed by the ICJ (Agreement WHO-Egypt, ICJ Report 1980, page 89-90, para. 37), the UN is a
subject of international law, which, like States, is bound by international law, and especially, the UN
Charter and general international law. The Charter stipulates that the UN’s purpose is “To maintain
international peace and security”, “respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples”, and “to promote […] respect for human rights […] for all” (Art. 1). The Charter provides that
the UN must “take effective collective measures” to achieve these goals. Failure to do so amounts to a
failure to meet its mandate. (ICJ, adv. op., Reparations, 1949). The same idea flows from the rules
relating to the right of peoples to self-determination, human rights and the obligation to ensure respect
for international humanitarian law. In the decision on the Wall (2004), the ICJ said:
“the United Nations, and especially the General Assembly and the Security Council, should consider
what further action is required to bring to an end the illegal situation resulting from the construction of
the wall and the associated regime […]” (§ 160).
Since neither of the principal organs of the UN has carried out any action “to bring to an end the illegal
situation,” moving towards “further” action becomes even more urgent.
B. How must the UN fulfill its obligation to ensure respect for the law of the Charter and the
basic norms of general international law?
10. As a subject of international law, the UN is, like a State, bound to fulfill its international obligations
in good faith. Significantly, in a recent Declaration of the High-level Meeting of the General Assembly
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(UNGA) on the Rule of Law at the National and International Levels, the UNGA declared that“the rule
of law applies to all States equally, and to international organizations, including the United Nations and
its principal organs, and that respect for and promotion of the rule of law and justice should guide all of
their activities.” (UN Doc. A/67/L.1, 19 Sept. 2012, § 2).
11. This means that the UN must do everything reasonably within its power to ensure that the rule of
law is properly applied (ICJ, Gabcikovo case, 1997). This leads to the conclusion that the UN cannot
simply denounce and condemn Israel’s violations of international law. Since these oft-repeated
condemnations have not resulted in the cessation of Israel’s internationally wrongful acts, it follows
that the UN must do more. The Security Council is fully aware of this when it repeatedly said that it
would resort to other measures if Israel did not comply with its decisions. Yet, it does little more than to
continue to deplore and condemn without any action. The UNGA has hardly been better in spite of its
right to seize a case on the agenda of the UNSC, under Res. Uniting for Peace, 377 (V). The UN organs
have a duty to ensure respect of international law in terms of the UN Charter, as well as the due
diligence rule, the responsibility to protect (2005 Final Document, §§ 138/9), and the obligation to
struggle against impunity. The GA has in the past made some efforts towards holding Israel
accountable for its violations of international law, but has failed to implement its own resolutions. This
is particularly evident in GA Resolutions 37/128 (1982) and 38/180 (1983), which called on Member
States to impose stringent military sanctions, including a complete arms embargo until Israel ends its
violations of international law and UN resolutions regarding its occupation and attempted annexation
of the Golan Heights. The UN’s failure to encourage, let alone require, its Member States to implement
that call is particularly evident in the emergence of Palestinian and global civil society’s efforts to
impose just such a campaign of boycotts, divestment and sanctions, including military sanctions. This
duty also reflects well-established practice of the UNSC itself in many other cases for over forty years
(South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, SFRY, Somalia, Angola, etc.). Ignoring the new framework of R2P
as the potential basis for a new plan to protect the Palestinian victims of prolonged occupation
represents a new United Nations failure.
12. The Security Council has handed over responsibility for peace making in the Middle East to the
Quartet, comprising the UN, the European Union, the US, and the Russian Federation. Such outsourcing of SC obligations for insuring peace and security is not authorized in the UN Charter. Further,
the Quartet and its envoy have failed to effectively oppose settlement building, the construction of the
Wall, and violations of both international humanitarian law and human rights law by Israel. It is clear
that the US determines the response of the Quartet to these matters, and this raises serious questions
about the good faith of the Quartet, as well as about the legitimacy of UN participation in it. The
Quartet has made little attempt to prevent violations of international law. Consequently, as a member
of the Quartet, the UN bears responsibility for its failures. That responsibility is particularly important
given the degree to which UN participation in the Quartet along with Security Council failure, have
jointly served to undermine the legitimacy of key UN agencies operating on the ground. That means
that important humanitarian, aid and development agencies, including UNRWA, OCHA, UNICEF and
others, which under other circumstances would enjoy significant popular support and legitimacy, are
undermined by the UN’s broader political failures.
13. The ICJ decision on the Wall declares the law on a number of violations of international law by
Israel. The UN has failed to use its best endeavor to implement this Advisory Opinion.
14. In conclusion, the UN’s failure to take action proportionate to the duration and severity of Israel’s
violations of international law (war crimes, crimes against humanity, crime of Apartheid, genocide),
and by not exhausting all peaceful means of pressure available to it, the UN does not comply with the
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obligations that States have conferred on the UN. The above examples confirm that, by its failure to act
more strongly than it does, the UN violates international law. The effect of these failures is to
undermine the rule of law and the integrity and legitimacy of the institutions of international law.
C. Legal consequences of UN omissions
15. The lack of concrete UN action to hold Israel accountable for its violations constitutes an
internationally wrongful act, which prejudices Palestine and implicates the Organization’s
responsibility. The unlawful nature of the UN omissions is acute due to their exceptional gravity under
international law. These necessitate appropriate responses from the Organization which has particular
responsibilities for maintaining international peace and security. As stated classically in the
International Law Commission’s Draft Articles on Responsibility of international organizations, the UN
must stop its wrongful omission and compensate for the damage suffered by Palestine. Until the United
Nations and its Member States move seriously to implement their obligations, it will be left to the
human rights and other organizations of global civil society to hold Israel so accountable.
IV. The question of “sociocide”
16. Sociocide was first introduced at the 2011 Cape Town Session to reflect a sentiment that the
Palestinian people are enduring the systematic destruction of their language, culture, and, more
generally, their society. It was integrated into this session for further investigation.
17. As to the sociocide, the Tribunal notes that it is currently not a crime under international law even
though the concept is used by academics in order to describe the process of destroying a society’s
ability to endure over time through:
1) the widespread or systematic destruction of its social and political structures;
2) the widespread or systematic destruction of its material and immaterial elements of shared identity.
18. The Tribunal considers that those widespread and systematic destructive processes are currently
ongoing in Palestine as:
 the continuing military occupation of the Territory, the continuing building of settlements, the
construction of the Wall that places parts of the Palestinian Territory out of reach of Palestinians
and the blockade of the Gaza strip, materially impede Palestinians from organizing a political
structure that would fully be able to administer the Palestinian Territory or people over time;
 the widespread destruction of education facilities and places of worship as well as the general
situation in the Occupied Territory makes it impossible for the Palestinians to properly share
elements of cultural and social identity;
 the systematic denial of the right of return, restitution, and rehabilitation for the Palestinian
people to their original homes and properties enforces their forcible exile, their institutionalized
separation from one another and contributes to the destruction of their social structures and
shared identities;
 the institutionalized discrimination against Palestinian citizens of Israel (which constitutes an
indigenous population) based upon their non-Jewish identity, is a danger for the survival of the
Palestinians as a social group. The Tribunal emphasized that the indigenous population is denied
nationality within Israel, which is only available to Jewish persons, and is unable to marry other
Palestinians from the OPT or from surrounding refugee host states;
 those policies target all Palestinians irrespective of their residence i.e., within Israel proper, the
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OPT, or in forced exile based upon the findings of the 2011 Cape Town session on Apartheid.
The Tribunal considers that Israel is currently committing sociocide in Palestine but strongly
emphasizes that all those acts are already condemned by current positive international law as being
either crimes against humanity (which includes the Convention on the Suppression of Apartheid) or
war crimes susceptible of being prosecuted by the ICC in terms of the Rome Statute of 1998.
IV Conclusions, ways forward and continuation of the proceedings
19. At this time of international, political, and economic turbulence, it is particularly important for there
to be a credible and effective system of international justice. The system presently has shown itself
quite unable to bring about change.
This can, however, be achieved by:
1. The mobilization of international public opinion, especially in the US and Israel, towards a just
society based on equality before the law, via the various manifestations of civic society:
(i) networks, including social ones, movements with particular emphasis upon the Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions movement, trade unions, and other campaigns including those in the United States
specifically targeting military aid to Israel;
(ii) a heightened focus on US complicity in, and facilitation of, Israel’s violations of international law
in international advocacy;
1. Supporting and encouraging the vital role of criminal and civil litigation against the perpetrators
of the various violations before domestic courts, including making sure that countries fulfill
their duties under Universal Jurisdiction.
2. The referral of crimes committed in Palestine to the ICC by the Security Council or by the
acceptance of the Declaration made by the Palestinian government in January 2009 accepting
the competence of the ICC.
3. Reforming the UN itself, for example by the abolition of the veto by the five permanent
members of the Security Council, the expansion of the membership of the Security Council in
the hope of democratization, and the strengthening of political will within as well as a revival of
the existing powers of the General Assembly as well as consideration of further powers.
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2013, Feb 15

Congresswoman Barbara Lee Introduces Bill to Create Department of Peacebuilding

Feb 15, 2013 Issues: Global Peace & Security
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Feb 15, 2013
Contact: Carrie Adams (202) 225-2661
Washington, D.C.—Today, Congresswoman Barbara Lee introduced H.R. 808, the “Department of
Peacebuilding Act of 2013” to create a cabinet-level Secretary and Department of Peacebuilding. The
term “peacebuilding” refers both to activities that target the root causes of violence as well as the broad
measures used to prevent violent conflict and create sustainable peace.
“This culture of violence that we live in is unacceptable. On our streets and across the globe, the
pervasive presence of violence has infected the lives of millions, and it is far past time we address it as
a nation. We invest hundreds of billions each year in the Pentagon, in war colleges, military academies,
and our national defense universities all to develop war tactics and strategies. Now we need that kind
of investment in peace and nonviolence here at home,” said Congresswoman Barbara Lee.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, each life cut short by a homicide costs
the U.S. economy $1.65 million. Worldwide, the Institute for Economics and Peace estimates that
violence and conflict cost the global economy $9 trillion in 2011.
Congresswoman Lee continued, “The Department of Peacebuilding advances the good work of my
friend and former colleague Congressman Kucinich and has the potential to reduce suffering on a
national and global scale while saving billions of dollars through violence reduction and increased
economic productivity.”
This proposed department would be charged with developing national strategies and programs for
violence reduction both domestically and internationally. Working across agencies, the Secretary of
Peacebuilding would sponsor conflict prevention and dispute resolution initiatives, facilitate peace
summits between conflicting parties, encourage community policing, and support efforts by local
community and religious groups to reduce gun violence, racial and ethnic violence, and prevent
violence against women and LGBT Americans.
Original cosponsors include Representatives Robert Andrews, Yvette Clarke, John Conyers, Jr., Janice
Hahn, James McGovern, Chellie Pingree, and Jared Polis.
http://lee.house.gov/press-release/congresswoman-barbara-lee-introduces-bill-create-departmentpeacebuilding
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